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Agenda
▪ Review of TRO initiatives related to the pediatric community

▪ Small group discussions on current issues in Ontario regarding pediatric care

▪ Large group exploration of what recreation therapy has to offer for pediatric 
populations

▪ Small group discussion on thriving pediatric communities and recreation therapy 
programs/policies/practices to aid in their flourishing

▪ Overview of TRO “Pediatric Community of Practice”

▪ Wrap-up and evaluation

TRO Initiatives Related to the Pediatric & 
Youth community
▪ Development of Scope of Practice 

and designations to aid in 
distinguishing the differences 
between child life specialists and 
TR 

▪ Creation of the “Pediatric & 
Youth” Infographic

▪ Presentations to school boards: 
NCDSB

▪ Consulting with MAESD 
▪ Pediatric and Youth Community 

of Practice
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What are the issues 
and/or trends YOU 
are experiencing in 
the province related 
to the Pediatric and 
Youth Community?

In Small Groups…
▪ Share your name and your workplace

▪ Everyone review your sticky notes and try to see if there are common themes that 
arise.

▪ Put the sticky notes with similar themes near one another to determine if there are 
any ideas that are more prevalent than others.

▪ As a group, decide it there are any further issues or trends that have not been 
identified, create a new sticky note for these thoughts
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Back to the Large Group…

What? So, What? Now What?

What was the top issue/trend at 
your table?

Why is this a top issue/trend for the 
pediatric and youth community?

What does recreation therapy have 
to offer the pediatric and youth 
community regarding this 
issue/trend?

“Never doubt that a small group of 
thoughtful, committed citizens can change 
the world: indeed, it's the only thing that 

ever has.”
-- Margaret Mead, Anthropologist
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In Small Groups Once More…
▪ As a group, envision thriving pediatric and youth communities 

What are the current and/or missing ingredients (it might help to review some of 
the issues identified earlier to determine what these ingredients might be)

▪ Identify how recreation therapy programs/policies/practices can help 
form this shared vision

What do recreation therapy professionals need/have to support a thriving 
pediatric and youth community?

TRO Pediatric and Youth Community of 
Practice
What is a Community of Practice?

A community of practice is a group of 
people who share a concern or a passion 
for something they do, and learn how to 
do it better as they interact regularly 
(Wenger-Trayner, 2011).

The key elements are:
▪ The Practice

▪ The Community

▪ The Domain

The 
Domain

The 
Community

The 
Practice
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How do Communities of Practice differ 
from teams?

Communities of Practice Teams

Objective To share knowledge and promote learning in a 
particular area

To complete specific projects

Membership Self-selected; evolves Selected on the basis of the ability to 
contribute to the team’s goals

Organization Informal, self-organizing, leadership varies 
according to the issues

Hierarchical with a project 
leader/manager

Value proposition Group discovers value in exchanges of 
knowledge and information

Group delivers value in the result it 
produces

Management Making connections between members, 
ensuring topics are valuable

Coordination of many interdependent 
tasks

(Smith & McKeen, 2003)

Questions? 
More Discussion?
Thank you!


